14 Tips To Ensure The Deployment Of Your IoT Project Is A Success
Forbes
The Internet of things (IoT) is cropping up everywhere, but the deployment of the technology is stalled 60% of
the time, according to a recent survey by ...

Saving Lives As an IoT Engineer
ENGINEERING.com
Infusion pumps, like the one pictured here, could posea life-threatening security risk when connected to
the Internet of Things. (Image courtesy of ...
GearBrain IoT Influencer Network, First Influencer Network for Internet of Things - Gearbrain (blog)
Turkcell launches NB-IoT to support IoT deployments - Capacity Media
How IoT offers insureds more value - PropertyCasualty360
Full Coverage

The Week In Review: IoT
SemiEngineering
The ASE Group will make the zGlue Integrated Platform, which is said to enable customization for consumer and
industrial IoT markets. The ZiP ...

VMware, ADLINK join hands to simplify IoT adoption
The Hindu
The recently announced VMware 'Pulse IoT Centre' will deliver the monitoring, managing and security needs
of IoT infrastructure from the edge to the ...
VMware teams with Adlink to offer pre-integrated IoT product - The Internet of Business (blog)
VMware Simplifies IoT Implementation with ADLINK - DATAQUEST
Full Coverage

This Mirai malware vaccine could protect insecure IoT devices
Network World
Researchers have created a white worm from the Mirai source code to defend IoT devices that have weak
security.

IoT Must Escape Silos of Things
EE Times
The IPSO Alliance is a group of highly motivated individuals and organizations who are passionate
about IoTinteroperability. Since our inception, we ...

IoT: The Crippling Effect of Outdated Connectivity
EnterpriseTech
While hardware and cloud environments have made it easier for companies to advance their IoTinfrastructures,
this has also brought to the forefront a ...

IoT Data Exchange Services Seen as Major Marketplace Disruptor
Security Sales & Integration
ABI Research projects the future of IoT will be in exchanging and sharing data services, facilitated by data
brokers and monetization platforms.

Kaspersky Lab Launches Free IoT Device Scanner To Aid Smart Home Defence
ISBuzz News

Kaspersky Lab has released a beta version of its solution for the “smart” home and the Internet of Things –
Kaspersky IoT Scanner. This free ...

Internet of things may end up contributing 15 per cent to telcos'revenue soon
Economic Times
NEW DELHI: Mobile phone operators in India will be betting on Internet of Things (IoT) as a future revenue
generator beyond the traditional voice and ...
IoT may rescue telcos when revenues from voice and data services decline: Analysts - ETTelecom.com
Full Coverage

IoT
Computer Aid, Inc.
For all their promise, IoT initiatives also come with their fair share of hurdles. CAI's experience in data analytics,
system integration, and software ...

Internet of Things
Intel

Updates to Azure Time Series Insights simplify analysis of IoT data
The Official Microsoft Blog - Microsoft
The unprecedented volume of data generated by the Internet of Things (IoT) has made analysis of time-series
data a powerful way to gain actionable ...

Five keys to successful cloud migration
IBM
Five keys to successful cloud migration - Moving your business to the cloud helps you focus on your customers
and bring new offerings to market in ...

Size iot market gartner
Atlanta Jazz Festival
9 billion connected things in use in 2015 The IoT market is experiencing explosive growth around the world
and Iot market size gartner. Source: BI ...

For Tips for Successfully Bringing IoT to Your Mining Operations
Rockwell Automation
As you set out on the digitalization journey, implementing IoT in your existing minerals processing operations is a
first important step that will drive the ...

Dutt, Levorato awarded NSF grant for healthcare IoT research
Department of Computer Science
Dutt, Levorato awarded NSF grant for healthcare IoT research. August 24, 2017. Chancellor's Professor of
Computer Science Nikil Dutt and Assistant ...

IoT
TechNet Blogs - Microsoft
Solving Rooming & Timetabling Problems With Azure IoT. If you have worked in schools for long enough, you will
know there is always a premium ...

How Umpqua Bank is transforming real-estate with IBM TRIRIGA and IoT
IBM

TRIMAX Speaker Spotlight on Tony Baily, SVP Umpqua Bank - meeting the global lease accounting standards
changes challenges with IBM Watson ...

How To Create a IoT Device and Push Data via REST with SAP Cloud
PlatformInternet of Things ...
SAP Blogs
Introduction; Prerequisites; Create a Device and required configurations in IoT Services 4.0 via API or Cockpit;
Using the IoT Application Enablement ...

Leak of >1700 valid passwords could make the IoT mess much worse
Ars Technica
Security researchers have unearthed a sprawling list of login credentials that allows anyone on the Internet to take
over home routers and more than ...

Hacking IoT Devices: How to Create a Botnet of Refrigerators
Hashed Out by The SSL Store™ (registration) (blog)
DDoS attacks that use botnets made of IoT devices are not just possible—they're happening. You see threat lists
and news articles that mention the ...
Mirai Malware Vaccine AntbIoTic Is A White Worm to Protect IoT Devices - Hot Hardware
Full Coverage

IoT and the new role for network service providers
Economic Times
Nearly 10 billion will be phones (mobile/fixed) with another 1.7 billion PC, laptop and tablet connections and the
remaining 18 billion will be IoT ...

IT powerhouses try to come from behind in enterprise IoT
ARNnet
That's why, according to experts, the heterodox, wide-open Internet of Things (IoT) platform marketplace is so
strange – it's an area in which all the ...

Race is On To Notify Owners After Public List of IoT Device Credentials Published
Threatpost
Researchers are in a full-out sprint to notify the owners of a substantial list of connected devices and associated
telnet credentials that has been ...

ZingBox Announces Collaboration with VMware to Inspire IoT Trust
IoT Evolution World (blog)
In a recent release, ZingBox, Internet of Things (IoT) security solution provider, and VMware have announced a
new joint initiative to deliver enhanced ...

IoT Evolution World Week in Review: Zighra, IBM, Bosch
IoT Evolution World (blog)
Welcome to the IoT Evolution Week in Review, my friends. This week, it's all about Blockchain, Artificial
Intelligence, Smart Kitchens and more in this ...

5 essentials for building the perfect Internet of Things beast
ZDNet
Identifying and building the best-suited Internet of Things (IoT) platform is probably the most important
endeavors an technology leader can undertake ...

IoT Vendors Hunt For Data Scientists As Skills Shortage Worsens
Nearshore Americas
In a study conducted by consultancy firm Canonical, 68% of vendors developing solutions in IoT said that finding
and recruit employees with relevant ...

IoT may contribute 15% to telcos revenues
Indiainfoline
Telecommunication companies (telcos) in India will be betting on Internet of things (IoT) as a future revenue
generator beyond the traditional voice and ...
Turkcell rolls out nationwide NB-IoT in Turkey - Mobile Europe
Contracting Business Success - Contracting Business
Full Coverage

Nb iot white paper
Splat Space
(also referred to as LTE Cat-M1) and NB-IoT feature, LTE-M and NB-IoT devices will be able to achieve . This
paper presents a method for modeling ...

AT&T IoT Security Consulting Services
AT&T Business
AT&T Internet of Things (IoT) Security Consulting can help you build a strong cybersecurity plan to help reduce
your IoT risk.

Flow-Based Programming for IoT Leveraging Fog Computing
IEEE Xplore
Flow-Based Programming for IoT Leveraging Fog Computing. Abstract: The number of devices connected to the
Internet is constantly growing.

The next chapter of IoT
AT&T Business
By now, you've likely heard about the Internet of Things (IoT) and how it can change the world by connecting
more “things” in more places than ever ...

Here is how you protect your IoT devices from cyber attacks
Blue Spurs
With the Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) launching in 2012 and computers constantly shrinking, the Internet of
Things (IoT) is growing at an ...

Windows 10 iot raspberry pi projects
Nevada Women's Fund
Great projects for getting started with Windows 10 IoT Core Try Microsoft Edge A fast and secure browser that's
designed for Windows 10 No thanks ...

IoT solution Limited
jobsDB
Search and apply for latest 1 jobs containing "IoT solution Limited" in All locations.

Pre-Sales Engineer, IoT Services (SaaS)
peopleclick.com
Reporting to the Taiwan Director of IoT Sales in Arm's Internet of Things (IoT) Services Group and based in Arm
Taipei office in Neihu, the Pre-Sales ...

Internet of things (IOT) radio frequency sensing
MIT Technology Licensing Office - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Internet of things (IOT) radio frequency sensing. Array-based Radio Frequency Sensing · Header and Body 1 ·
Header and Body 2 · Header and Body ...

IoT may end up contributing 15% to telcos' revenue soon
ETtech.com
IoT may end up contributing 15% to telcos' revenue soon Mobile phone operators in India will be betting
on Internet of Things (IoT) as a future revenue ...

Big Data Analytics and IoT can solve some of the hardest medical problems
Customer Think
Big Data and IoT aims for managed care would want to keep people at home instead of in a hospital. Wearables
and sensors would collect health data ...

Workshop on Internet of Things (IoT)
The Hans India
Hyderabad: The IEEE Hyderabad section organised a Three day workshop on Internet of Things in
Collaboration with ECE department of Muffakham ...

6 best IoT simulators for PC
Windows Report
IoT simulators allow you to design, create and test IoT apps and devices without actually using real IoTboards. If
you're looking for an IoT simulator but ...

IoT Must Escape Silos of Things
EE Times

To the Author: Can you link to technical documentation or other references that give a general description of the
"Node Meta Model" and what makes it ...

IoT startup Cubic Telecom gets some serious funding from Audi and Qualcomm
Blasting News
Cubic Telecom, an #IoT (Internet of Things connectivity platform, is getting some big help this week. The
#Startup has just raised fresh capital from its ...

Healthcare, Cybersecurity, and Innovation in the Wearable Technology Market
insideBIGDATA
The amount of innovation we're experiencing in the medical IoT and wearable technology market is huge, and
there's enormous potential for more ...

5 Tech Trends Startups Are Adopting In 2017
TechCo (blog)
You cannot deny that the internet of things (IoT) has taken over: security cameras link with each other; mobile
devices connect to the printer; and lights ...

Windows Sunset Will Require A Mass Mobile Migration
Modern Materials Handling
Devices running legacy Windows mobile operating systems cannot be upgraded to the new mobile version of
Windows 10 (Windows 10 IoT Mobiile ...

Head-To-Head Analysis: Sierra Wireless (SWIR) and Envivio (ENVI)
StockNewsTimes
Sierra Wireless, Inc. is engaged in building the Internet of Things (IoT) with wireless solutions for organizations.
The Company's OEM Solution ...

IoT Tech Expo North America 2017
i-SCOOP
IoT Tech Expo North America 2017 - what can you expect? An overview of the topics and event which focuses on
Industrial IoT and Industry 4.0.

HIRING EARLY ADOPTERS FOR IOT SITE
Upwork
Details. I am hiring early adopters with any kind of IOT skills for my new site (all things Internet of things.) You
can help share this job post to any IoT ...

Xompass FaaS IoT
Microsoft AppSource
Xompass FaaS is an end to end solution that adds Edge Intelligence to billions of assets in Mining, Water, Power,
Oil & Gas, and Energy Industry using ...

Iot android project
Anthouard Immobilier
Iot android project. Is Gmail an Android open-source project? How do I find an open source project to take part
in? Google has launched a developer ...

AMAG, Cisco IoT, Extenua, ImageWare, HP, Nok Nok, TYCO Thought Leaders +
CrucialTec, SRC ...
StrikeForce Technologies
AMAG, Cisco IoT, Extenua, ImageWare, HP, Nok Nok, TYCO Thought Leaders + CrucialTec, SRC, StrikeForce
and Zebra Are Featured on ...

How Machine Learning Enhances The Value Of IndustrialInternet of Things
Forbes
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is already revolutionizing domains such as manufacturing, automobiles and
healthcare. But the real value of IIoT will ...
Global Internet of Things (IoT) Data Management Market Principles, Applications 2022 : Dell ... - openPR (press
release)
Full Coverage

Leveraging IoT Will Increase Visibility, Enhance Experience
Enterprise Mobility Exchange
Kumar Srivastava: The focus of the presentation will be on how to build an IoT specific data and compute
architecture that enables the organization to ...

List of thousands of wide-open IoT devices leaked
iTnews
A list containing internet protocol (IP) addresses for thousands of devices allowing full access has been
published, sparking fears of a new denial of ...
Telnet credential leak: Over 1700 IoT devices' data exposed sparking fears of new vicious botnet - International
Business Times UK
Full Coverage

CIO upfront: Getting C-level buy-in for 5G
CIO New Zealand
Whilst there is much more capacity and capabilities to come from 4G, it's not too early for CIOs to be thinking
about and preparing for 5G and IoT, ...

SPYRUS(R) Announces Security in a Box(R) Support for Multiple Development
Platforms for the ...
Benzinga
"Today's network enabled IoT devices are vulnerable to intrusion, denial of services, and hijacking threats that
can escalate to Distributed Denials of ...

PayThink The 'Internet of Payments' is tech's next hyper-growth sector
PaymentsSource
In fact, the discussion on the Internet of Things (IoT) has moved away from the number of connected devices to
how these devices are disrupting the ...

Industry and government collaborate on streets of the future
Government News
The third partner of The Future Street, IOTAA, has joined AILA and SCCANZ to help deliver a showcase of
the Internet of Things (IoT). IOTAA CEO ...

Verimatrix Underscores Cloud Innovation Driving Next-Generation Monetization
Strategies at IBC ...
Markets Insider
... a brand-new cloud-based solution that offers an advanced security regime for connected devices
and IoTapplications throughout their lifecycle.

LG to make appliances compatible with Amazon Echo smart speakers
The News Minute
Besides products that can work with Echo, LG said it will unveil various Internet of Things devices, robots and
smart home solutions in Berlin this year.
LG To Integrate Amazon's Alexa Into Its Home Appliances - Android Headlines
Full Coverage

Digital Utility Market Accretes USD 253 Billion By 2023 With 12% of CAGR: Declares
MRFR
Markets Insider
The Digital Utility Market is growing rapidly mainly due to the multiple features that offers and high adoption
of IoT. According to a recent study report ...

Ubuntu - Is your business ready for #IoT? Industry experts...
Facebook
Getting started on an IoT project? Are you going to build a business or a liability for yourself? Canonical
commissioned a research of 361 IoT ...

Broadcom's Wireless IoT Business - Cardinform
Crunchbase
Broadcom's Wireless IoT Business - Broadstairs Food Festival · Broadstar Wind Systems - Brodlist ·
Brodmann17 - Bromente · Bromford Housing ...

HPE Demonstrates Internet Of Things (IoT) Leadership With The Opening Of Its
Global Innovation ...

Forbes
Inherently, IoT creates its own attack vector. Distributed and stranded end points create an attractive target for
bad actors. HPE leverages a stable of ...
How Walmart is Using Machine Learning AI, IoT and Big Data to Boost Retail Performance - Forbes
HKT in big push to bring the internet of things to the home - South China Morning Post
IoT Vendors – CommsTrader's Channel Guide 2017 - CommsTrader
Full Coverage

China Unicom announces IoT partnership
ZDNet
China Unicom has announced signing an Internet of Things (IoT) collaboration deal with Ayla Networks that will
see the two companies develop ...
Ayla Networks and China Unicom Form Strategic Partnership to Deploy IoT Products - Markets Insider
Full Coverage

Seattle-area IoT software startup C-Labs acquired by German industrial giant
GeekWire
C-Labs Corp., a Bellevue, Wash. maker of industrial Internet of Things software, has been acquired by German
industrial giant TRUMPF International.

Study: Reliance on BI software holding IoT professionals back
CIO Dive
About 40% of IoT professionals say business intelligence platforms are still their primary means of analyzing data,
according to a recent survey from ...
IoT pros still rely on business intelligence software - RTInsights (press release) (blog)
Full Coverage

Researchers develop 'white worm' to boost IoT security
CIO Dive
An international team of researchers used the source code from the Mirai DDoS attack to develop a white worm to
defend insecure IoT devices, ...
Calling Telnet: Effort Focuses on Fixing IoT Devices - BankInfoSecurity.com
Banner Day for Botnets: 1700 IoT Credentials Leaked - Infosecurity Magazine
Full Coverage

Great Bay Software Delivers IoT Security Enhancements
IoT Evolution World (blog)
In a recent announcement, Great Bay Software, an Internet of Things (IoT) security company, has introduced
the release of its Beacon Product Suite ...

Great Bay Software Delivers Significant IoT Security Enhancements With Release
5.2
PR Newswire (press release)

MINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 28, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Great Bay Software, a leader in Internet of Things (IoT)
security, introduced today the release of ...

Accelerating Energy Exploration with IoT Solutions
HPCwire (blog)
HPE Edgeline IoT Systems provide an edge-to-core platform that allows customers to ingest and process data at
the same location where it's created, ...

Ixia Launches New LTE Test Solution for Cellular IoT
Business Wire (press release)
However, according to Ericsson's Internet of Things Forecast, 70 percent of wide-area IoT devices will use
cellular technology in 2022, and the number ...
What is cellular IoT and what are its use cases - ETTelecom.com
Full Coverage

IOT Devices Provide Comcast A Wonderful New Opportunity To Spy On You
Techdirt
For some time now we've noted how poorly secured IOT devices provide a myriad of opportunities for hackers
looking for new attack vectors into ...
Metadata From IoT Traffic Exposes In-Home User Activity - BleepingComputer
Internet providers could easily snoop on your smart home - TechCrunch

AI and IoT: Like peanut butter and chocolate?
Network World
In fact, the new hotness is the combination of AI and IoT, manifesting itself in a wide variety of form and
implementations in locations around the world.
Is the solution to IoT security and US federal hacks available today? - TechTarget (blog)
ZingBox teams with VMware to drive 'Internet of Trusted Things' - The Internet of Business (blog)
The Next Generation of IoT - Tech Wire Asia
Full Coverage

How to stop ISPs from spying on your IoT devices
TechRepublic
Botnets are not the only threat to your Internet of Things (IoT) devices: Your internet service provider (ISP) can
also detect and track your in-home ...
Study: ISPs Can Use IOT Devices to Spy on You - DSL Reports
Full Coverage

How IoT data exchange services will impact IoT development
Network World
As data exchange services come to supplant many facets of the Internet of Things (IoT), industry insiders are
ponying up the funds needed to own ...
5 reasons to update the enterprise IoT security roadmap - Information Age
Full Coverage

It Still Takes 2 Minutes to Have Vulnerable IoT Devices Compromised Online
BleepingComputer
Ullrich analyzed the IP addresses using Shodan, and to nobody's surprise, most of the IPs from where logins
originated were traced back to other IoT ...

How IoT is shaping the future of healthcare
YourStory.com
From bringing drugs of higher quality into the market faster to ensuring safer transport of drugs and better
feedback monitoring, IoT is turning into a ...

IoT startup Machfu raises $1.6M
Technical.ly DC
Machfu focuses on Industrial Internet of Things. The company's technology helps organizations integrate
sensors, controllers and other devices into ...

Telnet Credential Leak Reinforces Bleak State of IoT Security
Threatpost
Shortly after the Mirai attacks, Johannes Ullrich of the SANS Internet Storm Center (ISC) decided to try a little
experiment. He put a security camera ...

Embrace Modern, Agile Tech To Take Next Growth Step In An IoT World
Manufacturing Business Technology
The Internet of Things (IoT), which is rapidly expanding in manufacturing operations, can offer solutions to these
challenges. By enabling increased ...

Cisco Looks to Turn Drones into IoT Devices – Commercial Drones FM Podcast
Insights
Commercial UAV News
As a worldwide leader in IT and networking, Cisco is focused on pushing developments around how companies of
all sizes collaborate and ...

IDaaS Providers: This Is How Cloud Identity Service Rapidly Responded to IoTand
Mobile Demands
Security Intelligence (blog)
Accelerated identity and access management (IAM) is the mantra of many identity-as-a-service (IDaaS) providers,
and IBM is no exception.

IoT edge devices
IoT Institute
VMware looks to improve management of IoT edge devices by integrating its Pulse IoT Center with gateways
from partner Adlink.

New Ways to Stop IoT-based Attacks
Procera Networks
The Mirai Botnet attacks in late 2016 gave us a real world view into the massive threat posed by the proliferation
of unsecure IoT devices. Over the ...

Iot security
aspros.cat
It is an intiative to help developers and security researchers to get all security resource related to IoT devices.
This site will Security is a critical element ...

Overview Of IoT Training in Noida
LinkedIn
But nowadays, these days, that far off thought is rapidly transforming into reality and each individual starts to
understand the outrageous significance of ...

Can IoT save remote Roman ruins?
RISE SICS
Many cloud-based IoT platforms require several levels of specialized expertise. Mottola says, “We had to involve
so many different components, each ...

Internet of Things (IOT) and the Future of Business
Canterbury Employers' Chamber of Commerce
The Internet of Things (IoT) has been labelled as "the next Industrial Revolution" because of the way it will
change the way people live, work, entertain, ...

What Does IoT in Hospitality Mean for the Future of Hotels?
Social Tables
The Internet of Things is poised to impact hotels in a big way. Here's what IoT in hospitality will mean for hotels
in the near future.

Shining a light on IoT security
Vodafone
Our monitoring services can help identify the signs of an attack and check the status of your IoT devices, no
matter where they are.

6 things IT executives must do to accelerate IoT adoption
Network World
Are you ready for the Internet of Things (IoT)? Despite its transformational potential, most organizations are not.
In an era of rapid disruption and digital ...
Connected IoT is about to become cognitive IoT - Network World
The Internet of Things goes to school - Network World
Marco Polo and seven monetizable IoT intelligence use cases - TechTarget (blog)

Full Coverage

IoT skills shortage creates 'security threats': study
Tech in Asia
Businesses are lacking worker skills needed to develop Internet of Things (IoT) technology and cyber security, a
new study says. According to the ...

Intel looks to drones to bolster IoT business
Business Insider
And that'll fortify an IoT business that's already thriving. Intel's IoT revenue comprises a small share of the firm's
overall revenue, but it's been growing ...

Eurobites: KPN Teams Up With China Unicom on IoT
Light Reading
In related territory, Orange Business Services has signed a three-year IoT deal with Yepzon Group, a Finnish
supplier of wearable locating devices ...
KPN and China Unicom sign IoT network partnership - Mobile Europe
Full Coverage

How IoT, Artificial Intelligence Could Change The Way Fans Watch UFC
SportTechie
Created in 2016 by AGT International CEO and founder Mati Kochavi, Heed will make use of AGT's Internet of
Things Analytics (IoTA) tech. IoTA will ...

Privacy and Security Concerns Need Attention as IoT, Machine Learning Take Hold
Government Technology
Agencies need to consider when and how they keep public data secure and private, as vulnerable machine
learning and Internet of Things devices ...

Oracle wants to help enterprises get business results from IoT
Diginomica
Oracle IoT AM3_v1.0 clipped 740px Oracle today unveils the next phase of its strategy to offer
prepackaged IoT applications to the enterprise.
Oracle steps up IoT game, adds AI, digital twin and enterprise data integration - ZDNet
Oracle Expands IoT Cloud Portfolio, Enabling Customers to Accelerate Intelligence and ROI from ... - Markets
Insider
Oracle and Mitsubishi Electric Collaborate to Develop Internet of Things Platform for Smart ... - Markets Insider
Full Coverage

Global skills shortage puts IoT development at risk–Inmarsat
Business Mirror
About 23 percent of respondents in Asia Pacific have all the skills they need to make the most of IoT on a delivery
level, compared to 24 percent ...

Orange wins IoT connectivity deal with wearables start-up
European Communications (press release) (registration)
Orange's enterprise division has won a deal to provide global IoT connectivity to a Finnish wearables company.
Yepzon Group has signed a ...

Five Minutes With…Joyce Mullen, SVP/GM, Dell EMC IoT and OEM Business Units
Embedded Computing Design
According to Joyce Mullen, Senior Vice President and General Manager of Dell EMC's IoT and OEM Business
Units, when it comes to the IoT, ...

Driving IoT Enabled Predictive Maintenance
Cloudera VISION Blog
Predictive Maintenance in the industrial world IoT. Powered by sensors, connectivity and smart machines,
the Internet of Things (IoT) is reshaping the ...

Premier Farnell's IoT Hub features new articles about IoT Security, Smart Factories,
Artificial ...
Premier Farnell
Premier Farnell, the Development Distributor, has added new content to its IoT Hub providing new insights into
the role of the Internet of Things in ...

u-blox enables the world's first Narrowband IoT based Smart Street Lighting system
u-blox
By selecting the SARA-N2 modules from u blox we have been able to bring our FRE 220NB range of
NB-IoTconnected luminaires to market in a very ...

Global IoT Device Management Market by 2022 Growth Opportunities - WBOY
WBOY
Global IoT Device Management Market latest research report provides in-depth analysis of definitions,
classifications, applications and IoT Device ...

Azure Services: Presenting IoT Data
Silversands
This blog post is designed to expand on our previous IoT and Azure Services blogs. Extending the
Silversands IoT System and A bespoke IoT system ...

Utilizing the Internet of Things (IoT) Technologies in the Implementation of Industry
4.0
Springer Link
The implementation of Industry 4.0 will significantly rely on Internet of Things (IoT) technology. IoT is poised to
become the next big thing in the IT ...

Global Internet of Things (IoT) Controllers Market 2017 - Cypress
GrowthHackers
The report studies Internet of Things (IoT) Controllers in Global market Professional Survey 2017 : Size, Share,
Trends, Industry Growth, Opportunity,

MAXIMO IOT Newsletter: August Edition
IBM
The IoT newsletter will be published monthly, this will be the perfect way to share with you our high value content,
recent updates and any information ...

5 Ways IoT Impacts App Developers In 2017
Digi117
The Internet of Things (IoT) and mobile apps work extremely well together. As a result, you have to start thinking
about how it's going to impact your ...

Meet the IoT startups joining muru-D in Melbourne
Telstra Exchange
Meet the IoT startups who have been accepted into Melbourne muru-D ... impact in their respective industries and
on the IoT ecosystem as a whole.

30 ways to improve IoT privacy
Network World
To improve IoT security and privacy, we need to create a security culture. Here are 30 ways IoT device makers
and developers can do their part.
HIT Think Healthcare industry must address IoT security in its planning - Health Data Management
Designing for the identity of things - TechTarget (blog)
The Internet of Things in Search of Critical Mass - Automation World
Full Coverage

If Consumer Privacy Isn't Already Dead, IoT Could Kill It
Forbes
They give the example that knowing you have an IoT blood sugar monitor is in and of itself
a violation of your privacy, no matter what your actual blood ...

Solution Providers Look To Hire IoT Specialists With Startup Savvy
CRN
"For our customers, each IoT project feels like a 'start up within the parent' organization," said Brian Blanchard,
vice president of cloud solutions at 10th ...
Inmarsat: Global Skills Shortage Risks Jeopardizing Success of IoT Deployments - CFO innovation ASIA
Skills shortage threatens success of IoT deployments: survey - iTWire
Survey shows global skills shortage threatening development of IoT - IT Brief Australia
Full Coverage

Why IoT could be the savior Indian IT desperately needs
ZDNet
It's a massive IoT outsourcing operation, managing the cooling and elevators and electrical sensing for
companies, and eventually for smart cities ...

Industry Voices—Gold: The IoT is providing water security to a thirsty planet
FierceWireless
In many areas, the wireless IoT and related technologies will have a major impact over the next three to five
years, and I expect smart cities ...

The Week In Review: IoT
SemiEngineering
Cubic will use the money to refine its Internet of Things platform and extend its footprint around the world, while
also hiring more engineers at the ...
Oracle IoT Cloud gets AI and machine learning boost - ITProPortal
Oracle IoT Cloud Adds AI, Machine Learning, Digital Twin and Digital Thread - Windows IT Pro
Oracle IoT Cloud Expanded with AI & Digital Features - EBN
Full Coverage

Are Gestures the Future of IoT Device Interaction?
ENGINEERING.com
With the rising popularity of consumer Internet of Things (IoT) devices, such as wearables and smart home
products, there's a growing need to refine ...

Blockchain and IoT: A Conversation with Dominik Schiener of the IOTA Foundation
Cleantech Group
Dominik Schiener: The founding team at IOTA has been fascinated by IoT for a long time now, and in 2015 we
started a stealth hardware start-up ...

IoT in Healthcare Market Outlook and Forecasts 2017 - 2022
PR Newswire (press release)
The Internet of Things (IoT) enables both cost savings as well as new revenue opportunities, customer
satisfaction, and even life-saving solutions.

PFP Cybersecurity Uses Power Analysis and AI for IoT Security
IoT Evolution World (blog)
According to a recent announcement, PFP Cybersecurity, a developer of embedded cybersecurity solutions
for IoT devices, will present "IoT Security ...

The Right IoT Consultant Is Key for a Successful Digital Transformation
CDW Solutions Blog

How fast is the Internet of Things (IoT) growing? Another 31 percent this year, for a total of 8.4 billion connected
devices worldwide, according to ...

IoT And The Telecommunications Industry
Digitalist Magazine
The Internet of Things (IoT) links objects within an active network to facilitate data management and collection.
Using communication protocols to ...

5 Tips for Designing IoT Products for Consumers
GoodWorkLabs
Check out our list of the 5 handy tips for designing and producing viable and successful consumerspecific IoT products.

Enterprise IoT
Huawei Enterprise
Driving innovation with IoT solutions and building a strong ecosystem across verticals with ICT, the Internet of
Things is forging the digital economy.

5 Best Practices for IoT Privacy Compliance
Risk Management
5 Best Practices for IoT Privacy Compliance. by Justine Young Gottshall | September 1, 2017 at 6:04
am. internet of things privacy compliance.

IoT is changing the way manufacturing organizations create value
IBM
IoT for manufacturing can help transform your business by applying industry-leading analytic and cognitive
capabilities. This can help quality, ...

IoT Platforms Market Global Analysis & 2017-2022 Forecast Report
GrowthHackers
Scope of the Global IoT Platforms Market Report This report focuses on the IoT Platforms in Global market,
especially in North America, Europe and ...

How Internet of Things is Embracing Business
Techjini
Internet of things is emerging as the next big revolution in the world of technology. A place where devices are
smartly connected to communicate with ...

IoT
SnapLogic
IoT offers significant benefits to most companies today. Fully realize the potential of IoT by integrating all types of
characteristics and volume generated ...

3 Ways Low-Power, Low-Latency Devices Will Impact Healthcare IoT
IEEE Innovation at Work
The Internet of Things (IoT) is revolutionizing the healthcare industry. Learn how low-power low-latency
healthcare IoT devices are transforming ...

